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**Miscellaneous**

This type of manuscript covers important events and obituaries.

- **Title**
- **Main Text**: It should not exceed 1000 words.
- **References**: The reference list should follow the main text and the number of references should be limited to 10.
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- **Abstract and Keywords** should not be included.
- **For manuscripts submitted by Turkish authors or from Türkiye, the Title should also be provided in Turkish**. For manuscripts submitted by foreign authors outside Türkiye, the translation of this section into Turkish will be carried out by the publisher.

**B. References**

- **References** should be numbered in the order in which they are cited within the main text.
- **Only manuscripts published or accepted for publication should be cited**.
- **Recent publications related to the topic of the manuscript should be reviewed**.
- **References** that are inaccessible and not indexed in any database should not be cited.

When there are six or fewer authors, all authors should be listed. If there are seven or more authors, the first three authors should be listed followed by “et al.” In the main text of the manuscript, references should be cited in superscript after punctuation. Both in-text citations and the references must be prepared according to the AMA Manual of Style. The style and punctuation of the references should be formatted as in the following examples.


- **Book Chapter**:


- **Book with Single Author**:


- **Editor(s) as author**:


- **Conference Paper**:


- **Scientific or Technical Report**:


- **Thesis**:


- **Manuscripts accepted for publication but not published yet**:


- **Epub ahead of print articles**:


- **Manuscript published in electronic format**:


**C. Special Terms and Conditions**

- **For double-blinded peer-review process, the names of the corresponding author and other authors, their affiliations and any information on the study centres should not be included in any part of the submitted manuscripts and images, except the Title Page**.

  This information should be added to the relevant section of the online submission system and included in the Title Page.

- **Pharmaceutical products should be written with their generic names and brand and company names, city and country should be specified for medical equipment and devices.**
3. Tables, Graphs and Figures

- Tables, Graphs, Figures and other visuals should be numbered in the order of their citation within the text and names of patients, doctors and institutions should not be disclosed.
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- Tables should be easily understandable and should not repeat the data in the main text.
- In addition to the pictures included in case reports and original research articles, video and movie images are published on the journal’s website. These images should be prepared in MPEG format with a maximum size of 2 MB. They should be submitted to the journal with the manuscript documents. The names of patients, doctors, institutions and places should be omitted from all documents.
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